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11.2.1. Maximizing Use of Solution Gas as Lease Fuel July 31, 2017 

 
Description 
Oil well leases, especially primary heavy oil leases, can be modified so that the majority of the energy 
used on the lease is supplied by stranded produced solution gas.  Modifications should allow for year-
round use of solution gas on the lease.  On typical oil well leases, solution gas may be wasted when it 
could be otherwise maximized as lease fuel.  

Technology Group 
Wellhead Venting - Recommended Practices  

Site Applicability 
This practice is applicable to any oil well lease where solution gas is not gathered with oil and water to a 
central battery for conservation.  This is typically due to lack of gathering lines, or a specific lack of 
gathering line to take the gas to sales.  Based on ST-60 for July 20161, a significant number of sites would 
achieve some potential savings (by Petrinex Battery Type (flaring or venting)): 

 311/331/343 = >2,000 batteries 

 321/341 = >900 batteries 

 322/342 = >400 batteries 

Emissions Reduction and Energy Efficiency 
Modifying leases to supply energy for oil sites using stranded produced solution gas significantly curtails 
the use of external fuels and energy.  Emissions related to production and transportation (pipeline  and 
trucking) of gas from external wells, purchased gas, and purchased propane are reduced.  At the same 
time, reported flare and vent volumes are minimized. 
 
Baseline:  
Currently, solution gas causing odours or containing hazardous substances is routinely flared on leased 
oil sites.  Solution gas mainly composed of methane with no odours is vented or flared. 

Economic Analysis 
Directive 0602 in Alberta and S-103 in Saskatchewan specify economic conditions requiring conservation 
for larger flows, but should first be applied to smaller flows for meeting lease gas demand. 
 
Capital Cost: Capital costs range from $10,000 - $50,000 per lease depending on number of 

wells, lease layout, method used for winterization, and whether the modification 
is installed at start-up or retrofitted.  Costs include insulation, tracing, piping or 
hoses to site engines/tanks. 
 

                                                           
1
 https://www.aer.ca/data-and-publications/statistical-reports/st60 

2
 https://www.aer.ca/rules-and-regulations/directives/directive-060 

3
 http://publications.gov.sk.ca/documents/310/85153-Directive%20S-

10%20Saskatchewan%20Upstream%20Petroleum%20Industry%20Associated%20Gas%20Conservation%20Directiv
e.pdf 
 

https://www.aer.ca/rules-and-regulations/directives/directive-060
http://publications.gov.sk.ca/documents/310/85153-Directive%20S-10%20Saskatchewan%20Upstream%20Petroleum%20Industry%20Associated%20Gas%20Conservation%20Directive.pdf
http://publications.gov.sk.ca/documents/310/85153-Directive%20S-10%20Saskatchewan%20Upstream%20Petroleum%20Industry%20Associated%20Gas%20Conservation%20Directive.pdf
http://publications.gov.sk.ca/documents/310/85153-Directive%20S-10%20Saskatchewan%20Upstream%20Petroleum%20Industry%20Associated%20Gas%20Conservation%20Directive.pdf
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Operating Cost: Operating costs are minimal, but must take into account adjusting burner 
operation and engines as produced fluid and gas rates change. 
 

Payback Period: Payback periods and ROI vary depending on type of fuel being replaced. 
Estimated ranges based on type of fuel backed out: 
a) Propane <0.2-0.5 years after initial well start-up (max rates) 

i. 300m3/d *3 (adjust for higher initial rates) * 34 MJ/m3 = 30 GJ/d 
ii. 30 GJ/d * 365 d/yr * $9/GJ for purchased propane = $100,000/yr 

savings 
iii. Payout <2 months to <6 months depending on capital cost 

b) Purchased gas <0.8-1.5 yr after initial well start-up (max rates) 
i. Initial saving ~$30,000/yr 

c) Royalty-free gas from local gas well <2-5 yrs after initial well start-up (max 
rates) 

i. Initial saving ~$10,000/yr 
ii.  

Marginal 
Abatement:  

Marginal abatement costs vary depending on if gas is flared or vented. Estimated 
ranges based on flared vs. vented: 
a. Flared gas – Abatement cost varies widely.  Assume 300 sm3/d/site reduced 

flaring at cost of $30,000/site = $30,000/(200 t/yr for 8 years) = $18-
21/tCO2e (without credit for savings) 

i. (30,000 - (100,000 x 4 (for project life savings)))/(200 * 8) = -$230/t 
with credit for propane 

ii. (30,000 - (30,000 x 4 (for project life savings)))/(200 * 8) = -$55/t with 
credit for purchased gas 

iii. (30,000 - (10,000 x 4 (for project life savings)))/(200 * 8) = -$6/t with 
credit for royalty-free gas 

b. Vented gas – Abatement cost varies widely. Assume 300 sm3/d/site reduced 
venting = $30,000/(1800 tCO2e/yr for 8 years) = $1.80-2.1/tCO2e (without 
credit for savings)  

i. (30,000 - (100,000 x 4 (for project life savings)))/(1800 * 8) = -$2,000/t 
with credit for propane 

ii. (30,000 - (30,000 x 4 (for project life savings)))/(1800 * 8) = -$500/t 
with credit for purchased gas 

iii. (30,000 - (10,000 x 4 (for project life savings)))/(1800 * 8) = -$50/t with 
credit for royalty-free gas 

Reliability  
Modifications are relatively simple and static, easily repaired by operators in their normal daily rounds. 
Expected Lifetime:  The equipment is expected to last the duration of the project life. 

 
Maintenance:  Maintenance costs are low, but vary depending on specific site conditions. 

 
Parts and Skills 
Required: 

No special skills are required, although insulation may need to be replaced. 
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Safety 
Using stranded produced solution gas should not present any more safety issues than use of other fuel 
sources.  In fact, doing so reduces the potential for exposure to VOCs (Volatile Organic Compounds) and 
emissions, assuming gas not used is vented or flared with lower conversion efficiency than a tank 
burner. 

Regulatory 
This technology has already been implemented at many sites in Alberta and Saskatchewan.  Directives 
060 and 017 require conservation over flaring and venting.  Use of produced gas as lease fuel effectively 
conserves vent gas, and making this practice a mandatory requirement is recommended. 

Service Provider/More Information on This Practice 
1) Simple options for maximizing solution gas are found in Appendices 3.0 and 4.0 of Heavy Oil Vent 

Mitigation Options – 2015 (Second Edition) as referenced below.  
2) New Paradigm Engineering and other engineering firms provide guidance and information on 

methods to convert sites.  
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